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Panel Abstract 1 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel Title: Communication Management and the Coverage of Modern Armed Conflict: 
Factual or Fictional? 

Panel chair: 

Discussant: 

Communication management is a relatively new science, but it is one of critical importance as it 
is employed in shaping the perception and realities of the contemporary world in which we live. 
It is employed by different governments, organizations and businesses around the world as a 
means to realize their objectives and goals. How can communication management be defined in 
a short, yet concise manner? By the understanding of the originators of this panel communication 
management can be said to be the harnessing of the means of mass communication in order to 
gain a uniform message as possible by an entity (individual or organization) to describe or 
explain an issue or event in order to influence public perception and attain their goals.  

Within the context of this panel, we shall endeavour to unravel the role of communication 
management within contemporary armed conflict. Information and communication is generally 
understood as being an essential part of waging modern wars, due in no small part to the fact that 
the outcome of modern conflict is being influenced by political and not solely military means. 
Governments, military forces as well as terrorists and insurgents all use information to try and 
gain an advantage over their opponent.  

Occasionally stories hit the frontlines of the mass media concerning the lengths to which 
attempts are made to try and cultivate a desired image, generate a desired public opinion on an 
issue or person or to try and hide or at least mask setbacks or problems on the battlefield. 
Changes in the structure and operations of the mass media have to some extent aided the 
attempts at deception. This begs the question, is the coverage of modern armed conflict in the 
mass media factual or fictional, owing to the use of communication management? The resolution 
of this question has a potentially significant implication for the path of democracy in the 21st 
century.  

 

  



Panel Abstract 2 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel Title: Psychological warfare, media wars and political instability in contemporary 
Latin America. 

Panel Chair:  

Discussant: 

Media are at times far from providing a balanced assessment of the structural changes in the 
countries of Latin America which are accompanied by keen political contest.  

Within the context of this panel, we should try to examine the role media plays in covering (and 
‘miscovering’) the many conflicts that have escalated in Latin America since the beginning of 
world economic crisis. To study the roles media play at a time of crisis, as an information 
resource and a unifying force. How media often become a battleground in the war for public 
opinion, as a competitive arena in which media outlets are often at war with each other, at war 
for market share and what is now called "mind share."  

The researchers also focus their attention on the following problems: 

• The internal and external factors of psychological warfare in Latin America 

• Private media oligopolies or state domination in media: Is a balance or alternative really 
possible;  

• Media as a political weapon: the rising threats to the civil society;  

• Media manipulations and their influence on the target groups; 

• Psychological warfare and tensions between states. 

Successful counteraction to the psychological aggression is one of the key factors of the stability 
of democracy institutes. It facilitates the implementation of the full-scale programmes of social 
development, the defence of the national sovereignty. 

The study of the role of psychological warfare in the development of the countries of Latin 
America is difficult to underestimate. The correct comprehension of the mechanism of 
psychological warfare and its social consequences outside the very narrow circle of the “illusion” 
makers does not represent an all-mighty remedy protecting from crisis and social tension but 
make it more difficult to organize civil and military conflicts as an instrument of diversion of 
public from real problems of the society. Adequate and socially responsible media coverage of 
the events but not psychological warfare via media, it’s an excellent method for better 
understanding each other inside the country and, what is no less important in our interconnected 
world, for being adequately understood abroad. 

 

  



Panel Abstract 3 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel title: Communication management in psychological warfare: New opportunities and 
new threats for international security 

Panel Chair:  

Discussant: 

The contributors of the present panel assume that communication management (CM) is above all 
the professional target group’s management by means of communications. CM gives new 
opportunities to influence on politics and the economy and to build the long-term stable mutually 
beneficial relations between the different political and social groups or on the other countries’ 
governments. Under normal social conditions CM includes psychological warfare as one of the 
instruments of neutralization of the aggressive antisocial forces (corrupted and militarist 
elements of state machinery, fascist organizations, terrorist groups etc.). But CM of the antisocial 
reactionary circles use the information warfare with the destructive aims to influence, disrupt, 
corrupt or usurp adversarial human and automated decisions-making, to paralyze or emasculate 
the citizens participation in the rather functional progressive societies. 

There is necessary to research the new opportunities and the new threats that CM’s usage gives 
to contemporary states and civil organizations under the times of global crisis.  

This panel aims to try and uncover some of the ‘fog of war’ that is generated by spin and 
communication management. And to try and understand why these practices are used in the first 
instance. There have been a number of works that have pointed out the failures of mass media in 
reporting on issues, such as Iraq. However, this panel attempts to go that little bit further to point 
out that this failure is far from being the sole responsibility of the mass media and journalists.  

 

  



Panel Abstract 4 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel title: Communication management and terrorism: New threats and opportunities for 
state structures 

Panel Chair:  

Discussant: 

Many state-based emergency management systems in the world have been preparing for a 
terrorist attacks. Many states have created new entities or diversified functions within existing 
entities to better respond to terrorist threats. Since then, disaster response structures, including 
the antiterrorist units have not changed enough radically since September 11 from the point of 
view of the usage of communication management tools in their practice.  

How we view terrorism also defines how we fight terrorism. In this regard, what is terrorism a 
reflection of: criminal activity or information (influence) activity? The traditional view favours 
the aspect of criminality, perhaps as a means of delegitimising terrorists. However, although the 
process involves criminal activity, this is a means rather than an end. A new and emerging view 
is that terrorism is an informational activity that spreads the influence and power of a terrorist 
organisation. 

This talk is meant to highlight the use of the 'oxygen' of terrorism (information), its use to project 
and realise the terrorists' view. On the one hand it is a terrorist's source of power, it can also be 
the terrorist's Archille's Heel. To understand how this can be realised, it is necessary to 
understand the new managerial threats and opportunities coming from the communication 
management.  

 

  



Panel Abstract 5 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel Title: Psychological warfare and political stability in contemporary Europe. 

Panel Chair:  

Discussant: 

The 21st century has seen a plethora of armed conflicts and revolutions were the elements/tools 
of propaganda and media wars have been used to affect the political stability of countries and 
regions.  

This is not necessarily the sole preserve of state actors any longer. Numerous actors have come 
to be engaged in these activities, motivated by self-serving interests. One man’s crisis is another 
man’s opportunity, there is always a second side to the coin and it is essential to understand this 
point. The road to understanding this basic, but essential point requires a combination of 
academic rigor mixed with practical understanding.  

Conflicts are fought on two different but parallel levels in the 21st century, which has witnessed a 
strengthening of a number of discernible trends. An information war is fought simultaneously to 
the actual physical combat. Information, knowledge and their use has become an integral part in 
political and armed conflict. This is in no small part due to the fact that the outcomes of wars are 
determined by political factors rather than military ones. Under such circumstances it is possible 
to win battles militarily, but ultimately lose the war politically. The ways that these types of 
conflict are initiated and waged are becoming increasingly sophisticated.  

The papers that are to be presented in this panel shall illuminate and analyse the effect and 
impact of the use of psychological warfare upon political stability in Europe. Information and 
knowledge potentially provide actors with a weapon that equals the balance of power by those 
who possess an advantage in terms of the projection of kinetic power.  

 

  



Panel Abstract 6 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel Title: Communication management in international business in times of global 
turbulence  

Panel Chair:  

Discussant: 

Today, a gradual and not always evident (but none the less obvious) process of formation of a 
new independent branch of special management – communication management (CM) – is going 
on at the level of leading states and transnational corporations. Adapting the world business and 
international relations leaders’ experience, various strata of national business and political elites 
are getting in the course of time a limited access to a highly efficient usage of communication 
technologies in the general management context. Communication management is above all the 
professional targeting of groups and capital management by means of communications. 
Communication management can serve as a tool of management both for individuals and all 
kinds of social groups as well as governmental structures. CM can be auxiliary to administrative, 
financial and other resources of management. On the other hand it can serve as the main power 
of management. Communication management of capital is possible due to the fact that capital is 
a kind of social relationship, i.e. relationship between people.  

According to the calculations made by the British company “Interbrand”, at present the tangible 
assets do not make such a considerable share of the total exchange cost of large companies as 
before. On the contrary, the intangible assets, such as prestige and attractive public image, 
favourable public opinion, positive publicity and, finally, reputation, form the major part of the 
cost of many most famous brands. Obviously, these assets, though intangible, bring real profit 
but require the usage of the adequate management tools, such as branding, news management, 
crisis management etc., which form the essence of the corporate communication management. 
Otherwise, major financial and other problems in the development of the organization become 
inevitable, however stable its present state might seem. The current paper focuses on the main 
tendencies in the development of CM in international business in times of global turbulence.  

 

  



Panel Abstract 7 

Convention Section: “Communication management and international security” 

Panel Title: Communication management through TV and Internet 

Panel Chair:  

Discussant: 

Television is regarded by many as being the most influential medium of mass communication. 
Although at one time considered to be a beacon for democratic development, corporate takeovers 
and the collusion between business and politics have seen this potential unfulfilled. The internet 
is seen as an up and coming medium where there is a constant struggle between the authorities 
and civil society. Internet, by its very nature levels the communication playing field and allows 
for a more pluralistic and freer style of debate.  

Communication management is about harnessing the means of communication and meaning 
making in order to influence perception. Once perception is successfully influenced through the 
war of ideas and images it is possible to affect the opinions and actions of the target audience in 
such a way as to meet organizational goals and objectives.  

The papers in this panel seek to illuminate the strategies used by different actors (state and 
terrorist/insurgent) in getting their messages across in these different mass mediums. In addition 
to outlining the strategies, the success or otherwise shall also be analysed and discussed.  
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